Quests of the Rogue Order
Steps & Instructions:

Summary:
One of the most effective ways to
change the world for the better is to prepare
the next generation to succeed. On the
frontlines of this noble endeavor are often
overworked and under-supported teachers.
With this quest, members of the order have
a chance to help teachers behind-the-scenes
for just one hour.
The key here is to be flexible and
available. It is hard to predict exactly how
you will be needed. You may be asked to
sharpen pencils, sanitize desks, grade simple
tests, organize paperwork, and so forth.

Community Impact:
Teachers and school administrators
must often juggle many different
responsibilities. If the burdens of some of
the paperwork or other housekeeping tasks
were lifted, these educators will then be able
to focus more of their time and energy on
preparing lessons, planning customized
teaching strategies, or otherwise be more
effective.

 Call or email a local school. Let them
know that you would like to volunteer for
one hour, helping with whatever the
office or classroom teachers need such as
organizing books, inflating recess balls or
scrubbing chairs. (Feel free to quote or
link to the Rogue Order’s page when
describing our community, if necessary.)
Ask them when they would like you to
volunteer. (You may be able to come in
on the weekends or in the evening if you
are not available during school hours.)
 Arrive as scheduled wearing presentable
clothes suitable for possible grunge work
and work gloves. (For safety reasons, it is
important to be friendly and
accommodating, especially if you are a
stranger to the school staff.) Report to
the head administration and let them
know of your time constraints and
willingness to help.
 As you begin your service, set an alarm
for yourself on your watch or cell phone
for when you need to leave. When the
time is up, be sure to thank the
administration and teachers for the
chance to serve your community.
Afterward, fill out the “Completed Quests
Form” online:
https://www.roguesaber.com

